
SituationSituation:  Need to thoroughly investigate the
entertainment marketplace and understand
DVD consumer needs (an emerging technology
at the time).

SolutionSolution: Identified a significant market
opportunity to capture existing and next wave of
DVD purchasers with a premium DVD product
offering.  It was established that a profitable
target consumer existed for premium content
and value added features that New Line Home
Entertainment has been a leader in providing
since the inception of the format.

OutcomeOutcome: Capitalizing on the company’s
strengths, a new brand was created that
provided a unique and differentiated experience
for the DVD platform - infinifilm.  The process
included everything from market analysis,
brand strategy and positioning to the name,
logo and tagline.

LinksLinks: www.infinifilm.com

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infinifilm



SituationSituation:  Create a marketing strategy for the
DVD and VHS launch of Austin Powers: The
Spy Who Shagged Me in the consumer market.
Marketing efforts had to remain true to the
brand positioning and meet the approval of its
creator Mike Myers.

SolutionSolution: Leverage the brand awareness and
box office to drive video sales for New Line
Home Entertainment.  Create account specific
promotions and unique value added premiums
for consumers.  Employ traditional marketing
tactics such as television, print and in-store
promotional materials as well as host a launch
party to get retailers and ultimately consumers
excited about owning the product.

OutcomeOutcome:  Due to the marketing and
promotional efforts, Austin Powers: The Spy
Who Shagged Me became the #1 selling live
action video release of 1999.

LinksLinks: www.amazon.com/Austin-Powers-Spy-
Who-Shagged/dp/B00001U0BN
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SituationSituation:  Create a marketing strategy for the
DVD and VHS release of the #1 movie of 2001
and a worldwide cultural phenomenon, Harry
Potter and Sorcerer’s Stone.

SolutionSolution: Communicate to consumers that the
benefit of owning the DVD and VHS extends
the experience and increases the enjoyment
from the Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone
book and movie.  In addition, position the
product as an essential part of every home
video and DVD library.  Tactics employed to
achieve this included non-traditional pre-
awareness in-store materials such as window
clings, life-size standees, floor decals tri-cards
and unique POP like angle flags and buttons.
One of the objectives was to achieve 95%
reach and 17+ frequency against the target
audience with the advertising.  A sweepstakes
was also created to reward the most innovative
displays and street date in-store events.

OutcomeOutcome: Successfully managed a $25 million
marketing budget resulting in DVD and VHS
orders of Harry Potter and Sorcerer’s Stone
exceeded goal by more than 70%.  The release
generated $50 million in retails sales the first
day of release.

LinksLinks:  www.amazon.com/Harry-Potter-
Sorcerers-Special-Widescreen/dp/B00003CXI1



Additional samples of DVD
and VHS releases that had
strong consumer sales due in
part to their marketing and
promotion campaigns.


